
STEP 1

STEP 3

STEP 2

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

LIFT GATORSHIELD UP AWAY FROM FLOOR TO CUT  

Roll out product with grey printed side facing up, and black chemically treated slip resistant surface 
facing down.  The top GripSpot® embossed raised fiber surface provides liquid absorption as well as 
an enhanced slip resistant walking surface.

Tape Gatorshield to the floor on both sides using a 3” wide non-marking tape. Overlap the tape 1.5” 
onto the Gatorshield using the dotted line printed on the product.  This will allow for 1.5” of tape to be 
applied to the flooring surface.
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Black side down
**Note: Printing ink from top surface may transfer to flooring or carpet if material is used upside down.
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STEP 4

STEP 5

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Tape the outside of next row to 
the floor with non-marking tape.  
Repeat above procedure for 
additional rows.

If covering a wider floor space, where more than one row of material is required, seams can be taped 
with a stronger construction or vapor barrier tape.  This is due to the fact that the tape adhesive will 
not be in contact with the floor.  Start by overlapping the edges of the Gatorshield 1.5” over the tape 
used to secure the first row of product to the floor. Tape the overlap again with 3” construction tape 
using the solid line located 3” in from the edge of the Gatorshield to align the outer edge of the tape.
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Stop 1.5’’ from end point or wall secure to wall with Non Marking tape

CLOSE UP TAPE LAYERS
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